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Report Data Extraction Application

Convert reports to spreadsheets in seconds!
Make your information manageable
with NeXtract!
TM

NeXtract Professional is a report data
extraction application that reads your computergenerated reports and converts them to live data in
a database, spreadsheet, or web page. All you
have to do is print your report to a disk file instead
of on paper. NeXtract reads that report and applies
a data extraction template to convert the print
characters into data fields. The data extractions
can be automated, so a single click of the mouse
does the report-to-spreadsheet transformation
instantly. After the report extraction is complete,
the data can be manipulated as desired.
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NeXtract

A product of Electronic Storage Corporation

NeXtract Pro is easy to use and is guaranteed to save you time and money. Paper distribution problems are
eliminated with built-in SMTP email support for emailing databases and spreadsheets as attachments.
Learning the program is simple with online help files and manuals. NeXtract can be easily integrated with
LaserVault Enterprise Report Archiving, or can be used as a stand-alone program. NeXtract is the affordable
alternative to the repetitive, tedious task of hand-keying data into spreadsheets or databases.

Increase productivity, efficiency, and gain a competitive advantage with NeXtract.
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Eliminate paper distribution problems by emailing
databases and spreadsheets as attachments!
Multi-colored highlighting of fields makes
determining field data types easy.
40 character field names, multiple field sorting,
and page break options allow for maximum
flexibility.
Report data can be manipulated in other
applications such as Excel, Access, and dBase.
Seamless integration with LaserVault Universal
Client creates a complete information
management system
Powerful SQL-based filtering and record selection
increases reliability.
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